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Shakespeare on the German Stage
Volume 2: The Twentieth Century
Wilhelm Hortmann
with a section on the German Democratic
Republic by Maik Hamburger

This is a history of Shakespeare in the German-
speaking theatre against the background of German
culture and politics in the twentieth century. The
work of individual directors, designers and actors is
described and performances are plentifully illustrated.
£45.00 HB 0 52134386 0 519pp

Staging the Holocaust
The Shoah in Drama and Performance

Claude Schumacher
This book describes and analyses theatre productions
performed in Israel, America, Poland, France, Italy
and Germany which deal with the Holocaust. It
traces the development of realistic/documentary
stagings through to controversial avant-garde shows.
It provides many rare drawings and documents, as
well as an important descriptive bibliography.
£37.50 HB 0 52162415 0 371 pp
Cambridge Studies in Modern Theatre

Drama and Ideology in Modern Israel
Glenda Abramson

Many political plays have been written in Israel over
the past fifty years, contributing to public debate on
topics including Zionism, the Arab-Israeli conflict
and the Holocaust. This is the first full-length study
of Israeli political drama and its impact on the state.
£40.00 HB 0 52144159 5 275pp

The Cambridge Companion to
Eugene O'Neill
Edited by Michael Manheim

This volume of specially commissioned essays
contains studies of O'Neills life, his intellectual and
creative forebears, and his relation to the theatrical
world of his creative period, 1916—42. The volume
also includes an essay on O'Neill criticism containing
a select bibliography of full-length studies of the
playwright's work.

£37.50 HB 0 521 55389 X 274pp
£13.95 PB 0 52155645 7
Cambridge Companions to Literature

The Cambridge Companion to
George Bernard Shaw
Edited by Christopher Innes

The Cambridge Companion to George Bernard Shaw is
an indispensable guide to the Nobel-prize winning
author of Man and Superman, Heartbreak House,
Arms and the Man, and Pygmalion. The Companion
covers all aspects of Shaw's drama, focusing on both
the political and theatrical context.
£37.50 HB 0 521 56237 6 375pp
£13.95 PB 0 52156633 9
Cambridge Companions to Literature

The Cambridge History of American
Theatre
Volume 1: Beginnings to 1870
Edited by Don B. Wilmeth and Christopher Bigsby

Volume I of the authoritative, multi-volume
Cambridge History of American Theatre explores all
aspects of the subject from its beginnings to 1870.
Topics examined include plays and plawrights, actors
and acting, theatre groups and directors, vaudeville,
European influences, the rise of the Little Theatre
movement, changing audiences, scenography,
stagecraft, and architecture.
£50.00 HB 0 521 47204 0 543pp

Cambridge books are available from good
bookshops, alternatively phone

UK +44 (0)1223 325588 to order direct using
your credit card, or fax UK -1-44 (0)1223 325152.
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THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION
FOR THEATRE RESEARCH

LA FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE
POUR LA RECHERCHE THEATRALE

Founded in 1957 with the following aims:

To promote in all countries international liaison between
organizations and individuals devoted to theatre research.

To organize international conferences and symposia.
To obtain facilities in libraries, museums, etc., for

theatrical workers of all countries.
To submit to the authorities of all countries the desirability
of creating courses, institutes and chairs of theatre research.

The IFTR has the following sections:

THE VENICE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THEATRE RESEARCH
THE UNIVERSITIES COMMISSION, specially charged with research within
universities and the promotion of teaching of Theatre Studies throughout
the world.

All members receive the journal Theatre Research International
published by the Oxford University Press in association with the IFTR

and a news bulletin twice a year.

MEMBERSHIP AND ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

INSTITUTIONAL Bodies whose sole function is theatre research, 225 Sw. Fr.
MEMBERS:
INDIVIDUAL Individuals who wish to participate in the work of the IFTR and
MEMBERS: to support it, 80 Sw. Fr.

Enquiries and application for membership should be addressed to

Membership Secretariat, IFTR/FIRT
9/118 Avenue Road, London, W3 8QG, Great Britain.

The International Federation for Theatre Research
La Federation Internationale pour la Recherche Theatrale

announces the
Fourth Annual New Scholar's Prize

for the best essay by a new scholar, who must be under 35 years of age or who will not have
completed his/her Ph.D. on a theme related to their theatre research prior to May 1999.
The essay, not to exceed 4000 words, should be submitted in three copies, in English or French.
It should be submitted anonymously, with the author's name and address in a sealed envelope
on which the title of the essay is written.

The New Scholar's Prize consists of travel costs, fees and accommodation for the next an-
nual conference of the IFTR/FIRT, and a year's membership in the organization. The essay
will be published in Theatre Research International. If essays of sufficient quality are sub-
mitted, the names of those short-listed will be publicly announced.

Deadline for receipt of essays: 15 March 1999 <•

Submissions should be sent to:

Professor Maria Shevtsova
Department of Theatre Studies
Lancaster University
Lancaster LAI 4YW
UK
Fax: +44 1524 39021
E-mail: m.shevstova@lancaster.ac.uk
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